
53’ Husky-Stack
& 53’ high-cube container
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The Gunderson 53’ single-unit double-stack well 
car is the latest iteration of the famous Husky-
Stack and every intermodal train includes 
at least three or four cars of this type. This is 
accompanied by a newly tooled 53’ high-cube 
container with riveted sheet/post sides and 
optional heater box/fuel tank.

Six numbers per paint scheme will be offered 
along with an undecorated kit. Each well car 
comes with a pair of randomly selected 53’ 
high-cube containers.

Our well car features a die-cast body with 
injection moulded plastic running boards, end 
handrails and brake detail. The trucks are a 
brand new free-rolling 70-ton design with three 
springs visible and 33” wheels designed to 
the same specification as our highly regarded 
52’6” mill gondola. The car is factory-installed 
with metal Macdonald-Cartier knuckle couplers.

The 53’ container introduces a new design 
never before offered in quality form in HO 
Scale. We will be producing eight paint 
schemes, four Canadian and four classic US 
liveries, along with undecorated.

Order deadline November 18th, 
2016. Delivery expected mid-2017.

Well Car w/2 containers: US $49.95 CDN $59.95
Containers (2-pack): US $24.95 CDN $29.95

Note: Containers 
are for illustration 

purposes only. 
Actual containers 
will be randomly 

chosen.
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53’ Husky-Stack
with two 53’ high-cube containers

CP Canadian Pacific - $49.95 (US) & $59.95 (Canada)
 401001 #527040 401003 #527203 401005 #527421
 401002 #527187 401004 #527332 401006 #527499

Undecorated Kit - $49.95 (US) & $59.95 (Canada)
 401099

DTTX TTX Co. as delivered (no conspicuity stripes) - $49.95 (US) & $59.95 (Canada)
 401007 #645039 401009 #645945 401011 #646681
 401008 #645320 401010 #646453 401012 #647104

DTTX TTX Co. Forward Thinking logo - $49.95 (US) & $59.95 (Canada)
 401013 #652197 401015 #652823 401017 #654851
 401014 #652756 401016 #654789 401018 #654930

Note: Containers are for illustration 
purposes only. Actual containers 
will be randomly chosen.

Note: Containers are for illustration 
purposes only. Actual containers 
will be randomly chosen.

Note: Containers are for illustration 
purposes only. Actual containers 
will be randomly chosen.



53’ high-cube container
2-pack: $24.95 (US) & $29.95 (Canada)

HUBU BNSF/Hub Group 
 402001 #285243

CNRU CN Intermodal
(train graphic) 
 402002 #230656

CNRU CN We Deliver
(current scheme)  
 402003 #238817

CNRU CN Worldwide 
 402004 #288602

CPPU Canadian Pacific 
 402005 #535484

CSXU CSX Intermodal
(website) 
 402006 #632475

JBHU J.B. Hunt*
 402007 #230083

SNLU Schneider National*
 402008 #978342

Undecorated
 402099

* Subject to licence agreement




